The words **than** and **then** are easy to mix up, but they actually have very different meanings!

**Than** is used when you are making a comparison.

examples:  I would rather listen to country music **than** classical music.
Natasha has darker hair **than** her sister.

**Then** is used to indicate something happening after something else.

examples:  First we'll go grocery shopping, **then** we'll eat lunch at home.
If you spend thirty minutes studying for your test, **then** you may play outside.

Write the word **than** or **then** in each blank to correctly complete the sentence.

1. Yanni is taller _________________ his brother.

2. “We didn't have cell phones like you kids do back _________________,” Nana said.

7. James stays up later _________________ his cousin, Matthew.

8. Grandpa Jones would rather be fishing _________________ staying indoors.

9. Reagan helped her mom bake muffins, _________________ they each ate one.

10. If I write down what I need to buy at the store, _________________ I won't forget anything.
The words **than** and **then** are easy to mix up, but they actually have very different meanings!

**Than** is used when you are making a comparison.

examples: I would rather listen to country music **than** classical music. Natasha has darker hair **than** her sister.

**Then** is used to indicate something happening after something else.

examples: First we’ll go grocery shopping, **then** we’ll eat lunch at home. If you spend thirty minutes studying for your test, **then** you may play outside.

Write the word **than** or **then** in each blank to correctly complete the sentence.

1. Yanni is taller **than** his brother.
2. “We didn’t have cell phones like you kids do back **then**,” Nana said.
3. Today is a few degrees warmer **than** it was yesterday.
4. Georgie would rather eat sherbet **than** ice cream.
5. If we leave now, **then** we will make it to the show on time.
6. First, Karin cleared the table, **then** she loaded the dishwasher.
7. James stays up later **than** his cousin, Matthew.
8. Grandpa Jones would rather be fishing **than** staying indoors.
9. Reagan helped her mom bake muffins, **then** they each ate one.
10. If I write down what I need to buy at the store, **then** I won’t forget anything.